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Landscape pattern

structure can be

quantified by landscape

pattern indices (LPIs).

One major drawback of

the commonly used LPIs

is that the landscape is

represented by a planar

map, which depicts the

projection of a nonflat

surface into a 2-dimensional Cartesian space. As a result,

ecologically meaningful terrain structures like terrain shape or

elevation are not taken into account and valuable information

is lost for further analysis. A method to compute LPIs in a

surface structure has been developed by Hoechstetter et al,

who calculated landscape patch surface area and surface

perimeter from digital elevation models. In this paper,

Hoechstetter’s set of LPIs was used and extended. A

parametric t-test was used to assess the differences between

the commonly used planimetric metrics and the surface

landscape metrics for quantification of a mountain vegetation

pattern at 3 levels (patch, category, and landscape) and for

natural and anthropogenic categories in the Lancang

(Mekong) watershed in China. The results show that the

surface-based metrics for area, perimeter, shape, and

distance to nearest-neighbor metrics were significantly larger

than the same metrics derived by a planimetric approach for

patch, category, and landscape levels in 2 different

mountainous areas. However, diversity and evenness metrics

did not feature significant differences between the surface-

based landscape and the landscape represented in the planar

maps. When comparing the area metrics for natural and for

anthropogenic categories, significantly larger differences

between these categories were found when the surface

approach was used. The common planimetric method may

underestimate the differences between natural and

anthropogenic categories on areas and mean patch area in

steep mountain areas.

Keywords: Mountain areas; planimetric landscape pattern

index; surface landscape pattern index; natural category;

anthropogenic category; land cover pattern quantification.
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Introduction

In mountain areas, land cover and vegetation distribution
are strongly affected by topographic factors (Dymond and
Johnson 2002; Cantón et al 2004). Many studies
demonstrated the influence of topography on spatial
patterns of land cover (Brown 1994; Crave and Gascuel-
Odoux 1997; Western et al 1999; Gómez-Plaza et al 2001).
There is also an increasing body of knowledge of how
topography influences the frequency, spread, extent, and
distribution of natural disturbances such as fire, wind, or
grazing (Turner et al 2001; Dorner et al 2002). However,
even though some studies integrated different aspects of
ecosystem dynamics and their interactions with
topography (Swanson et al 1992; Allen and Walsh 1996;
Wondzel et al 1996; Swanson et al 1998; Dorner et al
2002), understanding of how topography, disturbance
regimes, and land cover dynamics interact to form
landscape pattern is still limited (Dorner et al 2002).

Landscape ecological research could help fill this gap by
quantifying the effect of topography on different aspects
of landscape pattern (Dorner et al 2002).

The analysis of landscape patterns is a fundamental
part of landscape ecology (Haines-Young 2005). In
general, landscape pattern or landscape structure is
characterized by the size, shape, and distribution of
individual landscape elements throughout the landscape
(Li et al 2001). A landscape can be characterized by its
composition and configuration (Dunning et al 1992).
Landscape composition refers to the variety and
abundance of patch types within a landscape. Landscape
configuration refers to the placement or spatial character
of patches within a landscape, such as how the patches of
the same or different land cover types are arranged in the
landscape in relationship to one another. Hence,
landscapes with similar composition can feature quite
different configurations. Landscape structure can be
quantified by landscape pattern indices (LPIs; Turner et al
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2001). Numerous indices for patterns are described in the
literature (O’Neill et al 1988; Turner et al 1991; Riitters
et al 1995; Frohn 1998). These metrics can be used to
assess the area, shape, contagion, and diversity of patches
of a landscape mosaic (Hoechstetter et al 2006). The
computation of most of these indices has been
incorporated into landscape analysis software packages
(Gardner 1999; Saura and Martinez-Millan 2000;
McGarigal et al 2002). These packages vary in their utility
for applications in research and management (Gergel
2007). The most widely used and known is FRAGSTATS
(McGarigal et al 2002).

Landscape pattern quantification is generally
conducted on land use, land cover, or both types of data
derived from aerial photography, digital remote sensing,
or paper maps (Turner et al 2001). However, this
representation of spatial data is a ‘‘bird’s eye’’ view
(Hoechstetter et al 2006). The landscape is represented by
a planar map, which results from the projection of a
nonflat surface into a 2-dimensional Cartesian space. This
means ecologically meaningful surface structures like
terrain shape or elevation are not taken into account and
valuable information is lost for further analysis
(Hoechstetter et al 2006). Especially in steep mountains,
the patch areas and distances between patches measured
on a planar map can be considerably underestimated
(Dorner et al 2002; Hoechstetter et al 2008). Attention has
been given only recently to the application of surface
metrics for the quantification of landscape patterns
(Hoechstetter et al 2008; Hoechstetter 2009; McGarigal
et al 2009).

In addition, land cover patterns are affected not only
by topography but also by human disturbance. Human
disturbance creates patterns in land cover that ecologists
have long recognized as important to landscape-level
patch mosaics (Turner et al 2001). The causes, patterns,
dynamics, and consequences of disturbances are major
research topics in landscape ecology (Turner et al 2001;
Farina 2006). A number of comparative studies examined
landscape patterns resulting from different disturbances
using LPIs (Krummel et al 1987; Delong and Tanner 1996;
Gluck and Rempel 1996; Foster et al 1998; Turner et al
2001; Farina 2006).

In China, land cover patterns have been dramatically
altered by human activities during the last 30 years. This
was largely due to population growth and rapid economic
development (Verburg and Chen 2000; Fischer and Sun
2001; Long et al 2007; Wu et al 2009). Particularly in the
Lancang watershed (upper Mekong River) in Yunnan
Province, several drivers are related to forest change and
environmental degradation, such as deforestation,
introduction of a logging ban, initiation of the Slope
Land Conservation Program, mining activities, road and
dam construction, and establishment of rubber
plantations (Wang et al 2004; Weyerhaeuser et al 2005; Liu
et al 2006; Li et al 2007).

A method to compute surface LPIs has been
developed, derived from the calculation of landscape
patch surface area and surface perimeter from digital
elevation models (DEMs; Hoechstetter et al 2008;
Hoechstetter 2009). In this paper, we extend the surface
method to calculate additional LPIs and validate this
method under real-world conditions in 2 large, different
mountainous areas to gain more insight in their
operational applicability. We test whether there are
significant differences between planimetric and surface
LPIs for landscape pattern quantification for 2
mountainous regions (high mountains and low
mountains) in the same watershed (Lancang). We also
compare patterns of natural and anthropogenic land
cover categories using planimetric and surface LPIs,
because many mountain environments carry an
anthropogenic footprint. In this study, we tested the
following hypotheses:

1. There are significant differences between planimetric
and surface LPIs for landscape pattern quantification.

2. There are significant differences between planimetric
and surface LPIs to assess the differences between
patterns of natural land cover categories and patterns
of anthropogenic land cover categories.

Study area

We selected 2 research sites in 2 mountain areas in the
Lancang (Mekong) watershed, Yunnan Province, China
(Figure 1A). There are large differences between the
southern and the northern part of the Lancang
watershed. The south represents a tropical region
containing Xishuangbanna Dai Autonomous Prefecture.
It is one of the most important areas in China in terms of
biodiversity. The northern part of the study area is well
known for its water resources. Land cover patterns are
strongly affected by topography in both mountain areas.
From field visits, it is known that the land cover pattern is
also strongly influenced by human activities. This is
particularly the case in the valleys. The majority of the
rural population is living in the lower altitudes or along
the riversides.

The northern study area is located in the Weixi and
Lanping counties of Yunnan Province, China
(26u79120N,27u539240N; 98u589120E,99u379480E;
Figure 1B). The 4 great rivers of Southeast Asia (Yangtse,
Lancang, Irrawaddy, and Salween) pass through the
mountains here. This area is a typical steep mountain
area, with altitudes ranging between 1500 and 4500 m.
Because of the considerable altitudinal differences, the
climate varies significantly as the elevation changes. The
climate can be divided into 4 zones from the riverside to
the top of the mountain: warm temperate, temperate,
cold temperate, and subfrigid (Deng et al 1997). The
vertical climate gradient influences the distribution of
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land cover and vegetation. However, the land cover
distribution is also affected by human activity and
topographic variables, such as slope and aspect (Zhang
et al 2009).

The southern study area in Xishuangbanna Prefecture
covers about 50,000 ha (22u009N,23u509000N;
100u009120E,102u009E; Figure 1C). It belongs to the lower
catchment of Lancang River. Xishuangbanna is home to

FIGURE 1 Location of the samples in (A) the 2 study areas; 4 test sites were selected in both (B) the northern study area (N1–N4) and (C) the south-
ern study area (S1–S4). See also Figures 2 and 3.
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the richest biological and ethnic diversity in China. The
maximum altitude range is about 2000 m. Even though
the climate varies with elevation in the south, the effects
of topography are smaller than in the northern study
area. The climate of the region is mostly seasonal. The
monthly average temperature ranges between 16.4 and
22.0uC. Between May and October, the southwest
monsoon air masses bring about 80% of the annual
rainfall, whereas the dry and cold air of the southern
edges of the jet stream dominates the weather pattern
between November and April. Annual rainfall varies
between 1200 mm in the Lancang valley and 1900 mm
at altitudes above 1500 m.

Material and methods

Spatial data

Land cover maps for the 2 study areas were prepared
to conduct pattern analysis. The maps resulted from
classification of Land Satellite (Landsat) Thematic
Mapper (TM) image data (the northern image was
acquired December 26, 2003, and the southern image
was acquired March 1, 2004). A feed-forward back-
propagation algorithm artificial neural network was used
(Zhang et al 2007). One of the main advantages of neural
networks for classification is that they are independent of
the distribution of the class-specific data in feature space.
It is therefore possible for a single class to be represented
in feature space as a series of clusters (rather than a single
cluster). The land cover classes are listed in Table 1.
The selection of the land cover classes was based on a
threefold rationale: relation to major plant communities,
feasibility to be identified using Landsat TM image data,
and relevance to land cover change. The image processing

protocol used to prepare the land cover maps was
described by Zhang (2011). The kappa value is 0.94 for the
land cover map in the northern study area, while the
southern land cover map featured a kappa of 0.91.

Four landscape sections covering 5000 3 5000 m with
an altitude gradient from 1590 to 4326 m were selected as
test sites in the north (N1–N4; Figures 1 and 2). Four test
sites of the same size were also selected in the southern
study areas (S1–S4; Figures 1 and 3). The 4 southern test
sites are located between the Jinghong basin and the
highest peak in Xishuangbanna Prefecture. Considering
the distance between the river and the mountain ridge,
the resolution of the DEM (25 m), and the scale of the land
cover map (derived from TM image data with 30-m
resolution), it was assumed that these test sites cover
the entire range of topographic variation.

The land cover classes of the 2 land cover maps were
grouped into 3 categories: natural (NC), shrub (SH), and
anthropogenic (AC). Cloud- and mountain-cast shadows
(CS) were excluded from further analysis (Table 1). In
the northern study area, 4 of the 6 NC types are natural
forest without much human disturbance. The alpine
vegetation—featuring alpine talus, meadows, and
rhododendron shrubs—is covered by snow in winter. It is
therefore labeled ‘‘snow’’ as apparent from a Landsat TM
winter image, which was acquired on December 26, 2003.
The water class includes Lancang River and a few alpine
lakes. In the northern study area, agriculture land is the
only AC. In the southern study area, NC includes 2 types
of natural forest, evergreen forest and deciduous forest, as
well as water. The 2 forest types occupy most of Mengyang
National Nature Reserve and Naban River Biosphere
Reserve. As in the north, the water category includes
Lancang River and a number of lakes. AC includes old and
young rubber trees, agriculture land, and burnt land. In the

TABLE 1 Vegetation classes in the classification procedure.

Northern study area Southern study area

Type Class Kappa Type Class Kappa

NC Fir and spruce forest 0.9241 AC Old rubber trees 0.8688

NC Pine forest 0.9244 AC Young rubber trees 0.8843

NC Oak forest 0.9129 NC Evergreen forest 0.9543

NC Mixed forest 0.9454 SH Low-density forest and tall shrubs 0.7829

SH Low-density forest and tall shrubs 0.8620 NC Deciduous forest 0.8674

SH Dwarf shrub and meadow 0.9246 SH Shrub and grass land 0.9601

AC Agriculture land 0.9661 AC Agriculture land 0.9282

NC Snow 0.9989 AC Burnt land 0.6802

NC Water 0.9983 NC Water 0.9491

CS Mountain-cast shadow 0.9956 CS Cloud- and mountain-cast shadow 0.7779

NC, natural category; SH, shrub category; AC, anthropogenic category; CS, cast shadow category.
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southern study area, rubber plantations in particular are
responsible for deforestation, forest fragmentation, and
loss of high-diversity rain forest (Li et al 2007, 2009).

Shrubs constitute a separate category, because it is
difficult to group shrubs into either NC or AC. For instance,
‘‘low-density forest and tall shrubs’’ includes fully grown
shrubs, such as rhododendron and willow, as well as
disturbed vegetation, such as fallow land and shifting
grassland (Xu et al 1999). The spectral response patterns
of these shrub types are similar. Moreover, dwarf shrubs
andmeadows can be both natural and disturbed vegetation.

For the 2 study areas, we used 25-m resolution DEM
data produced by the China State Bureau of Surveying
and Mapping (National Administration of Surveying,
Mapping, and Geoinformation, http://en.sbsm.gov.cn/).
The DEM data were projected into the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection system. The UTM
zone number is 47, and the reference datum is WGS84.

Landscape metrics

To quantitatively assess the spatial nature of mountainous
landscape structure, LPIs were used. Based on work by De
Clercq et al (2006) pertaining to forest fragmentation, a
set of landscape metrics was selected from those available
in FRAGSTATS (McGarigal et al 2002; Supplemental data,
Table S1; http://dx.doi.org/10.1659/mrd-journal-D-10-00119.
S1). The calculation of most of these metrics is based on
patch area and perimeter length. In this study, category area
proportion (Pi) was also selected, because Pi is used to
calculate several other metrics (Gergel 2007).

Calculation of surface LPIs

Dorner et al (2002) proposed a simple method to calculate
the surface area each raster pixel by projected area/cos(slope).
However, in our study area, where slopes are often steeper
than 84 degrees, the surface areas by Dorner’s method were
unrealistically large. Hence, we used a method originally

FIGURE 2 (A) Landscape map derived from the 2003 vegetation map in the northern study area. (B) Surface landscape map derived from
the 2003 vegetation map draped over the corresponding DEM data in the northern study area. NC, natural category; SH, shrub category; AC,
anthropogenic category; CS, cast shadow category.
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developed by Jenness (2004) and adapted by Hoechstetter
et al (2008) to calculate landscape metrics. This technique
is based on a moving window algorithm and estimates the
surface area for each pixel using a triangulation method
( Jenness 2004). The authors describe the computing
protocol as follows. First, the center points of each of the 9
cells in the 3-dimensional space are used to calculate the
Euclidian distance between the focal pixel and the 8
adjacent pixels. Next, the lengths of the triangle sides and
the area of each triangle are calculated using the
Pythagorean theorem. Finally, the portions of each triangle
area that lay within the cell boundary are summed to
determine the total surface area of the cell. This method is
preferred over Dorner’s, because it can be expected to
provide more accurate results; all 8 neighbors of the pixel
of interest are included in the calculation, instead of only
the 1 defining the slope angle (Hoechstetter et al 2008).

Additional computation steps have to be conducted to
obtain the surface area not only for each pixel but also for
each patch in a landscape to include these new geometry
values into the calculation of common landscape metrics

(Hoechstetter et al 2008). Jenness (2008) developed an
ArcView extension tool, which can be used to calculate
various surface and topographic characteristics for
points, lines, or polygons in a theme. We converted the
raster vegetation maps into vector format (including the
polygon theme of patches and polylines, or edges, of
patches). To minimize the errors in raster-to-vector
conversion, polygon boundaries followed cell edges. No
polygons were eliminated or aggregated. In this way, the
thematic error is negligible, as shown by Wade et al (2003).
The resulting vector file containing the patch structure of
the concerned landscape mosaic is overlaid with the
corresponding DEM. Then, surface area values of the
pixels within each patch were summarized. We adapted
Jenness’s method to calculate surface perimeters of each
patch by adding the line segments forming the surface
edge ( Jenness 2004) if they are part of the patch boundary
(polygon boundaries).

For the calculation of nearest surface distance
between patches, Dorner (2002) proposed the surface
distance between center points in adjacent cells

FIGURE 3 (A) Landscape map derived from the 2004 vegetation map in the southern study area. (B) Surface landscape map derived from
the 2004 vegetation map draped over the corresponding DEM data in the southern study area. NC, natural category; SH, shrub category; AC,
anthropogenic category.
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(
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

dElevation2zdist2
p

) by simple application of the
Pythagorean theorem using Euclidean distance and
difference in elevation. Previous studies suggested that
the shortest path can be calculated by using the Dijkstra
algorithm (Hoechstetter et al 2008) or the cost distance
(Foltête et al 2008). Although this approach may be
suitable for the computation of the surface distance
between neighboring pixels, its application for measuring
the surface distance between 2 patches (ie 2 clusters of
pixels or vector polygons) situated far from each other
requires enormous computation power, particularly for
large areas. In this study, we used the nearest features
ArcView extension tool ( Jenness 2007) to generate the
nearest connecting lines between patch edges. Afterward,
we used the surface tool ( Jenness 2008) to calculate the
surface length of the nearest connecting lines between
patches. This calculation is easy and fast, and the ArcView
extension is freely available ( Jenness 2007).

Based on the surface area and perimeter for each
patch, surface LPIs were calculated (Supplemental data,
formulas in Table S1; http://dx.doi.org/10.1659/mrd-journal-
D-10-00119.S1). The patch analysis for ArcView (Rempel
2012) was used to calculate the corresponding planimetric
LPIs based on the experimental zones in the 2 study areas.

Differences between LPIs for NC and AC were
calculated as

dLPIs P~LPIs PNC{LPIs PAC

dLPIs S~LPIs SNC{LPIs SAC ð1Þ
where

N LPIs_PNC 5 the value of planimetric LPIs for NC
N LPIs_SNC 5 the value of surface LPIs for NC
N LPIs_PAC 5 the value of planimetric LPIs for AC
N LPIs_SAC 5 the value of surface LPIs for AC

Paired-sample test

We propose to test 2 hypotheses with questions involving
differences between 2 variances. The 2 variances are not
independent, because each observation in the first sample
is related to an observation in the second sample.
Therefore, a paired-sample test was used to test the 2
stated hypotheses. The distribution of the variables’
population was assessed by means of P-P plots (SPSS 13.0)
prior to the paired t-test.

Results

Hypothesis 1: There are significant differences between

planimetric and surface LPIs

Patch level: The values of planimetric and surface LPIs for
all patches in test sites N1 and S1 were compared. For
illustration, the planimetric and surface LPIs values of 8
randomly selected patches are shown in Figure 2. Some
patches feature the same shape index, with a value of 1 (in

bold in Table 2). This means that the shapes of these
patches are rectangular, because they were derived from a
raster file of a planar TM image. However, the surface
shape metrics are larger than 1, meaning that the shapes
of these patches quantified by the surface method are
more complex than the square ones obtained by the
planimetric approach.

Table 3 also shows that in both study areas the
values for most metrics derived from the surface method
are significantly larger than those derived from the
planimetric method at the patch level. This is not the
case for the fractal dimension index (FRAC): FRAC_S is
slightly higher than FRAC_P.

Category level: At the category level, all surface metrics are
significantly larger than the planimetric metrics, with the
exception of Pi (Table 3). Both the total category area (CA)
and the mean area (A_MN) of each category are
underestimated by the planimetric method. The 2 shape
metrics (FRAC and SHAPE) illustrate that the shape of each
category ismore irregular than its projection on a flat surface.
For the Euclidian nearest-neighbor distance (ENN), the
surface distance is significantly larger than the planimetric
distance, which means that the mean nearest distance of each
landscape category on a terrain surface is much larger than
the mean nearest distance derived from a planar surface. No
significant difference could be found between surface and
planimetric Pi (P . 0.05; Table 3). This might be due to the
formula of Pi, whereby the ratio of CA to total area (TA) could
reduce the difference between surface and planimetric Pi.

Landscape level: The trends observed at patch and
category levels are also visible at the landscape level
(Table 3). There are a few exceptions. The values of the
surface FRAC_MN are not significantly higher than the
planimetric FRAC_MN index. Moreover, the diversity and
evenness indices (SHDI and SHEI, respectively)
obtained from the surface approach show no significant
difference compared to those obtained by the planimetric
approach (Table 3). These results reflect the results of
the Pi index at the category level, because the calculation
of SHDI and SHEI is based on the Pi of categories.

Hypothesis 2: There are significant differences between

planimetric LPIs and surface LPIs for NC and AC patterns

Table 4 presents the differences between NC patterns and
AC patterns quantified by both planimetric LPIs and
surface LPIs in the 2 study areas. In the northern test sites,
the CA and A_MN of AC are smaller than those of NC,
which means that AC is patchier and more fragmented
than NC. The values of SHAPE_MN and FRAC_MN of NC
are larger compared to those of AC. The shape of NC is
more complex than the shape of AC patches. The ENN
values of NC are smaller than those of AC, indicating that
NC is less fragmented than AC in the northern study area.
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TABLE 2 Subset of patch LPIs using both surface geometries (LPIs_S) and plane geometries (LPIs_P) for NC. (Table extended on next page.)

A_S A_P P_S P_P ENN_S ENN_P SHAPE_S

… … … … … … …

0.64 0.54 390.03 360.00 267.82 254.56 1.2169

0.09 0.09 122.26 120.00 60.68 60.00 1.0024

0.10 0.09 124.17 120.00 42.44 42.43 1.0011

0.50 0.36 300.99 240.00 80.61 67.08 1.0639

0.62 0.54 379.88 360.00 75.97 60.00 1.2021

0.10 0.09 127.16 120.00 30.03 30.00 1.0001

1.74 1.44 878.57 780.00 81.75 67.08 1.6671

0.67 0.54 329.83 300.00 176.40 169.71 1.0067

… … … … … … …

TABLE 3 Results of t-tests assessing the differences between planimetric LPIs (LPIs_P) and surface LPIs (LPIs_S) at 3levels. (Table extended on next page.)

Levels Pairs

Northern study area

SD t df P Sig.

Patch A_S–A_P 26.45 2.119 113 0.036*

P_S–P_P 792.89 3.171 113 0.002**

SHAPE_S–SHAPE_P 0.31 4.712 113 0.000***

FRAC_S–FRAC_P 0.00 1.887 113 0.062

ENN_S–ENN_P 14.56 7.323 113 0.000***

Category CA_S–CA_P 119.75 4.752 11 0.001**

A_MN_S–A_MN_P 2.87 3.645 11 0.004**

SHAPE_MN_S–SHAPE_MN_P 0.01 7.594 11 0.000***

FRAC_MN_S–FRAC_MN_P 0.00 5.392 11 0.000***

ENN_MN_S–ENN_MN_P 6.74 6.605 11 0.000***

Pi_S– Pi_P 0.01 20.236 11 0.818

Landscape TA_S–TA_P 104.10 10.487 3 0.002**

A_MN_S–A_MN_P 1.61 3.772 3 0.033*

SHAPE_MN_S–SHAPE_MN_P 0.00 4.815 3 0.017*

FRAC_MN_S–FRAC_MN_P 0.00 2.402 3 0.096

ENN_MN_S–ENN_MN_P 1.96 11.658 3 0.000***

SHDI_S–SHDI_P 0.01 1.193 3 0.319

SHEI_S–SHEI_P 0.01 1.193 3 0.319

***P , 0.001, **P , 0.01, *P , 0.05.
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Except for test site S3, the CA of NC is larger than that
of AC in the southern study areas. The values of A_MN_S
show that the mean patch area of NC also is larger than
that of AC. This indicates that AC is patchier and more
fragmented than NC in this area. The ENN values of NC
are smaller than those of AC in S1 and S4 but larger than
those of AC in S2 and S3. This illustrates that NC is less
isolated than AC in S1 and S4 (Figure 3). Conversely, the
isolation of NC is higher than that of AC in S2 and S3
(Figure 3). Based on field knowledge, S1 features
mountaintops with high altitudes (more than 2000 m) and
is not suitable for rubber plantation and other crop types,
such as paddy rice and sugarcane plantations. S4 is
located in Naban River Biosphere Reserve. In these 2 sites,
NC is larger and less fragmented than AC. Both
SHAPE_MN_P and SHAPE_MN_S show that the shape of
AC is more complex than the shape of NC in the southern
study area, except for test site S1. The values of FRAC of
NC are higher than those of AC in test sites S1 and S3. In
contrast, the values of FRAC of NC are lower than those
of AC in test sites S2 and S4. Figure 3 shows that S2 and
S3 are dominated by AC. About 45% of the area is AC in
S4. The shape of AC is complex, because it includes
several ACs (Table 1).

In the northern study area, the surface basic area
metrics (dCA_S and dA_MN_S) are significantly larger
than the planimetric basic area metrics (dCA_P and
dA_MN_P) when comparing NC and AC patterns
(Table 5). This indicates that the differences between CA
and A_MN of NC and those of AC are underestimated
when using the planimetric method in the northern study
area. We found that dENN_S is significantly larger than
dENN_P (t 5 23.562, P , 0.05). However, there are no
statistically significant differences between other surface
shape indices and planimetric shape indices to quantify
the differences between NC and AC shape structure. In
addition, there are no significant differences between
the surface method and the planimetric method for
quantifying the differences between the proportion of NC
and that of AC. In the southern study area, however, the
results show that there are no significant differences
between surface LPIs and planimetric LPIs when
comparing NC and AC.

Discussion

Differences between planimetric LPIs and surface LPIs for

landscape pattern quantification

Area metrics in all 3 levels (patch, category, and
landscape) generated by surface geometries are
significantly larger than those derived by planimetric
ones in the 2 mountainous areas studied in the Lancang
watershed in China. This indicates that the common
planimetric method could lead to an underestimation in
rough terrain areas. This confirms some results reported
by Dorner et al (2002). The mean patch area is one of the

SHAPE_P FRAC_S FRAC_P

… … …

1.2247 1.0448 1.0472

1.0000 1.0007 1.0000

1.0000 1.0003 1.0000

1.0000 1.0146 1.0000

1.2247 1.0421 1.0472

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

1.6250 1.1047 1.1014

1.0206 1.0015 1.0047

… … …

TABLE 2 Extended. (First part of Table 2 on previous page.)

Southern study area

SD t df P Sig.

7.65 2.660 348 0.008**

142.28 4.431 348 0.000***

0.01 4.265 348 0.000***

0.00 0.124 348 0.901

3.53 11.149 348 0.000***

97.77 5.417 11 0.000***

2.57 3.984 11 0.002**

0.01 6.734 11 0.000***

0.00 3.683 11 0.004**

4.80 7.483 11 0.000***

0.01 20.961 11 0.357

21.94 19.666 3 0.000***

0.12 10.142 3 0.002**

0.00 19.283 3 0.000***

0.00 0.797 3 0.484

0.46 15.882 3 0.001**

0.00 22.323 3 0.103

0.00 22.323 3 0.103

TABLE 3 Extended. (First part of Table 3 on previous page.)
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most important indices of quantitative measurements to
assess landscape or habitat fragmentation (Batistella et al
2003). In this study, the surface mean patch area is
significantly larger than its planimetric equivalent, both
at category and at landscape levels. This means that the
landscape fragmentation in rough mountain areas could
be overestimated when it is measured by the planimetric
mean patch area metric.

A number of important ecological processes can be
influenced by patch shape (McGarigal et al 2002). Patch
shape has been shown to influence interpatch processes
such as small mammal migration (Buechner 1989) and
woody plant colonization (Hardt and Forman 1989), and
to influence animal foraging strategies (Forman and
Godron 1986; Farina 2006). Similar to results reported by
Hoechstetter et al (2008), the features of the 2 selected
shape metrics (SHAPE and FRAC) are not consistent. The
SHAPE metric features higher values for the surface
variant than for the planar approach at all 3 levels (patch,
category, and landscape). This metric tends to increase
with increasing area, even if the perimeter increases at the
same time (Hoechstetter et al 2008). The surface FRAC
metric is significantly larger than the planimetric FRAC,
but only at the category level. This can be explained,
because FRAC is calculated by regressing logP on logA,
which can reduce the differences between A_P and A_S
and between P_P and P_S. This corresponds with research
work reported by McGarigal et al (2002). The FRAC index
appeared to be less sensitive to differences of patch shape
than is the SHAPE index. Hoechstetter et al (2008) also
mentioned that the shape metrics are less sensitive to
terrain complexity than the area and perimeter
metrics.

In addition, ENN is an important index for landscape
configuration quantification (McGarigal et al 2002). It
quantifies a number of important ecological processes
(Opdam 1991; McGarigal et al 2002). According to the results
listed previously, the surface basic ENN is significantly
larger than the common planar ENN metric in all 3 levels.

At the landscape level, richness and evenness can be
used to quantify landscape spatial heterogeneity (Farina
2006). The results of SHDI and SHEI show that the
heterogeneity of the surface mountain landscape has no
significant difference compared with the heterogeneity
represented in the planar maps, both in the northern and
the southern study areas. The calculations of SHDI and
SHEI are based on the proportion of categories (Pi).
Again, even though CA is significantly different between
the surface method and the planimetric approach, the
ratio of CA and TA (Pi) for categories does not feature a
significant difference when using a surface method or a
planimetric method.

Comparison between the use of planimetric LPIs and surface

LPIs for NC patterns and AC patterns

Previous studies mentioned that the structure of
anthropogenic landscapes is often more patchy (or
fragmented) than that of natural landscapes; manmade
landscapes have a more linear structure than landscapes
shaped by nature (Farina 2006). In this study, the results
show that AC is indeed more fragmented than NC in both
study areas. In the northern study area, shape metrics
illustrate that the shape of NC is more complex than
the shape of AC. The ENN values indicate that the
isolation of AC is higher than that of NC in the northern
study area. In the southern study area, AC includes rubber
plantations, agriculture land, and burned land.
Indigenous minority people practice shifting cultivation
on hillslopes (Xu et al 1999). Even though this traditional
type of cultivation ended in 1983, fire was still used to
open land for farming and rubber plantations in the
mountain areas. This probably causes the shape of AC to
be very irregular in the southern study area.

In the northern study area, the surface area metrics
are significantly higher than the planimetric area metrics.
This indicates that the common planimetric method
underestimates the differences between NC and AC
on areas and mean patch area in steep mountain areas.

TABLE 4 Differences between NC and AC (NC-AC) quantified by planimetric LPIs (dLPIs_P) and surface LPIs (dLPIs_S) in the 2 study areas. (Table extended on next page.)

Test sitea) dCA_S (ha) dCA_P (ha) dA_MN_S (ha) dA_MN_P(ha) dSHAPE_MN_S

N1 1531 1267 31.63 26.15 0.2769

N2 948 757 11.19 8.86 0.0884

N3 791 634 10.51 8.37 0.0581

N4 130 67 13.75 11.22 0.1583

S1 1766 1623 100.89 92.84 0.1935

S2 269 240 9.70 8.85 20.0003

S3 2336 2306 15.48 14.55 20.0513

S4 180 132 0.28 20.01 20.1166

a)Test sites in the north are N1-N4; test sites in the south are S1-S4.
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The effects of human disturbance are probably
underestimated. For the distance index, the differences
between NC connectivity and AC connectivity are
underestimated using the planar ENN index in the
northern study area. However, for the shape metrics,
there are no significant differences between surface and
the planar methods.

In the southern study area, there are no significant
differences between the surface and the planimetric
methods, which were used to compare the differences
between NC and AC. There are several explanations for
the different outcome of the t-test results in the southern
study area and the northern study area. First, the
southern study area is less mountainous than the
northern study area. Hoechstetter et al (2008) focused on
the effects of topography and surface roughness on the
values of landscape metrics. Their results also revealed
that area and distance metrics possess a high sensitivity to
terrain complexity, whereas the values of shape metrics
change only slightly when surface geometries are

considered. Second, the northern study area is less
densely populated, and most of the area is not suitable for
agriculture; thus, AC is much smaller in the northern
study area than in the southern study area. Most AC
occurs in the relatively flat area along the Lancang
riverside. In contrast, in the southern study area, the
human disturbance is much stronger than in the northern
study area. This causes AC to be more aggregated. Third,
fire is a major disturbance. This causes the shape of AC to
be very irregular. These 3 issues reduce the differences
between surface and planimetric metrics in the southern
study area.

Many minority ethnic groups are living in the 2
mountainous study areas, such as the Tibetans, Naxi, Bai,
Lisu, Pumi, Yi, Nu, Dulong, Dai, Lahu, and Jingpo.
Culture is one of the major driving forces for landscape
changes (Bürgi et al 2004). Different minority ethnic
groups across the study areas use their land in unique
ways, which may yield different spatiotemporal patterns
of land cover change. For instance, the southern study

TABLE 5 Results of t-tests assessing the differences between planimetric LPIs (dLPIs_P) and surface LPIs (dLPIs_S) for NC patterns and AC patterns.

Pairs

Northern study area Southern study area

SD t df P Sig. SD t df P Sig.

dCA_S–dCA_P 83.51 4.044 3 0.027* 71.52 1.326 3 0.277

dA_MN_S–dA_MN_P 1.58 3.955 3 0.029* 3.69 1.371 3 0.264

dSHAPE_MN_S–
dSHAPE_MN_P

0.00 20.913 3 0.428 0.00 20.406 3 0.712

dFRAC_MN_S–
dFRAC_MN_P

0.00 20.513 3 0.643 0.00 2806 3 0.479

dENN_MN_S–
dENN_MN_P

4.20 23.562 3 0.038* 1.51 2444 3 0.687

dPi_S–dPi_P 1.24 1.057 3 0.368 0.01 1.259 3 0.132

***P , 0.001, **P , 0.01, *P , 0.05.

dSHAPE_MN_P dFRAC_MN_S dFRAC_MN_P dENN_S (m) dENN_P (m)

0.2718 0.0187 0.0192 2165.66 2158.68

0.0831 0.0075 0.0067 285.10 271.62

0.0621 0.0051 0.0062 269.25 263.56

0.1568 0.0099 0.0100 225.18 221.38

0.1932 0.0048 0.0046 225.35 223.25

20.0002 20.0013 20.0013 21.75 20.79

20.0532 0.2591 0.2557 77.47 76.59

20.1125 20.0120 20.0113 23.84 22.78

TABLE 4 Extended. (First part of Table 4 on previous page.)
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area is the traditional home of upland minority people
(‘‘hill tribes’’), including Dai, Hani (called Akha in
Thailand), and Bulang (Xu et al 2005). Hani (Akha) and
Bulang people traditionally practice shifting cultivation
in the uplands and rice paddy cultivation in the lowlands
(Xu et al 1999, 2005; Rerkasem et al 2009). From field
observations, it is also known that the local people open
forest and shrubland below 1000 m for rubber
plantations. In the northern study area, the Tibetan
people practice seasonal shifting grazing along elevation
gradients (ie summer grazing land with higher elevation
and winter grazing land with lower elevation; Buntaine
et al 2006). This study illustrates that the effects of
human disturbance can be better quantified by using
surface LPIs. Therefore, this approach can also be used
to quantify the land cover change caused by cultural
driving forces in the study areas, as well as elsewhere in
China’s culturally diverse Yunnan Province. This
approach therefore offers an opportunity to quantify
those changes and establish a link to sustainable rural
management and planning.

In addition, the 2 study areas are an important habitat
of endangered fauna species (Li and Li 2003; Xiao et al
2003; Zhang and Wang 2003). Wildlife researchers often
report area values for a region of interest, such as home-
range size or number of hectares of a particular habitat
type ( Jenness 2004). Home ranges of mountain-dwelling
wildlife species and their available resource assessment
might be better estimated by using surface area and
distance rather than planimetric area and distance.
The surface integrating LPIs may also be valuable for

conservation planning and evaluating the protection
efficiency of current protected areas and conservation
strategies in steep mountainous areas.

Conclusions

In this paper, we tested surface LPIs against planar
LPIs in 2 mountainous areas in China. Our case
demonstrates that the surface approach may provide
more realistic results for landscape structure analysis
when applied in steep mountain areas. The calculation of
surface LPIs is not included in currently available
landscape analysis software packages. However, surface
LPIs may allow us to gain a better understanding of the
vegetation or landscape pattern in the mountain study
areas. Moreover, because topography influences the
landscape pattern and the landscape pattern can be
quantified by LPI, to better understand the correlations
between landscape pattern and topography, surface LPIs
made it possible to quantify topographic influence on
landscape pattern. This may prove its utility when it is
applied to quantify land cover and vegetation changes in
mountain areas and to mountainous regional planning.
In short, this study represents an example of using
surface-based LPIs for land cover pattern quantification
in 2 large and very different mountain areas. The large
difference between the 2 mountain areas warrants the
assumption that the approach developed here is
sufficiently generic to be applicable to mountain areas
elsewhere.
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